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world
on
wheels

“We’re a competitive
company that proves
‘special’ doesn’t
necessarily mean
‘expensive’!”
Frank van Schaaijk,
Managing director
DM wheel systems

the best
solutions

With over 50 years of combined manufacturing
experience we are able to tailor our designs
to meet our customer needs. DM wheel
systems comes up with the best solutions by
consultation with each unique customer, in
every sector. We are a dynamic partner.
The world is always moving, and we ensure
you can keep up. Our strength lies in our
flexibility, short lines of communication and
rapid delivery times.

What we’re all about
DM wheel systems is able to offer bespoke product to
suit almost any requirement. Our solutions are based on
intended use and the circumstances under which our
products need to perform. These solutions are as unique
and s pecial as necessary, yet as basic as possible.
We can provide customization and apply new techniques
and materials, but we also have a wide selection of
standard products.

That’s how we streamline
DM wheel systems has its own in-house team of tech
nical experts. That allows us to offer unique solutions and
test them extensively. As a manufacturer, we are flexible,
customizable and innovative. A readily available supply of
products allows us to deliver quickly and efficiently.
As a partner to international customers and suppliers,
we operate at a high level and make a difference.
No matter how complex or simple your question, we are
always happy to help.

DM wheel systems aim for quality. You must
be able to use our products with confidence,
so we always look at their intended application.
What will the wheels be used for?
How will you work with them? Under what
circumstances do they need to perform?
The answers to these questions determine our
offerings and innovations.

For optimal performance
In developing and producing our wheels and forks,
we take a wide variety of influences into account, such
as cold, moisture, heat, surface, speed and load.
To ensure our products perform optimally, we work with
different materials. We are always looking for further
improvements and relevant innovations.

development
and innovation

Many variations
DM wheel systems can provide a solution for your
needs. Tell us your requirements in the field of
applicating carrying capacity, damping and durability and
we’ll deliver a fitting solution. We offer variations for
low to high speeds, from small to large diameters, with
a capacity up to 20,000 kg each, in every colour
possible.
If your perfect match is not in stock, we can develop
it together with you, whether you need a minor
adjustment or a completely new wheel design.
We work with short lines and flexible implementation.

As a developer, manufacturer and supplier,
DM wheel systems offers countless
opportunities. This allows us to act quickly and
flexibly and deliver whatever you need, when
you need it.
Vast assortment in stock
DM Wheel Systems has more than 10,000 products in
stock. We can deliver a huge number of items directly
from our computer-controlled warehouse.
Not only our own products; we have also been selected
as an exclusive partner to well-known brands such as
Vulkollan®. We can rapidly provide flexible volumes on
demand, whether you need large or small quantities.

Vulkollan®
heavy duty
wheel

Vulkollan®
One of the most powerful elastomers available today, Vulkollan®
is produced exclusively by authorized manufacturers. DM wheel
systems offers wheels with a highly wear resistant, elastic
compound in combination with a high dynamic load.

wide range
of products

INDUSTRIAL wheels
heavy duty INDUSTRIAL wheels
Heat-resistant wHEELS
PNEUMATIC wheels
Drive wheels / press ON BANDS
Pallet truck rollers / wheels
Castors
Stainless steel wheels
Flange and groove wheels

wheels for
any application

Under any circumstances
We offer solutions for all circumstances. You can use
our wheels for gates, trucks, trolleys, street sweepers,
drive units, theatrical sets, amusement parks, bakeries,
kitchens, clean rooms, stables and greenhouses, on
pavements, public roads, airports ... the potential uses
are endless.

customer case

customer case

Food processing industry

Tailor-made feeding system

The question
We use castors in our food processing plant, in which
we can flexibly integrate different systems. Could DM
wheel systems create wheels that are easy to assemble
and equipped with a solid brake?

The question
We want a flexible automatic feeding system delivering
fresh produce 24/7. Can DM wheel systems provide
wheels and castors which fit the purpose and can
withstand conditions in and around the barn?

The challenge
Stainless steel and spray water resistant.

The challenge
Continuous and constant use and resistance to alkaline
(ammonia).

The solution
A stainless steel swivel with a stainless steel threaded
rod (in various lengths) equipped with a rubber cap.
Wheels in different diameters with polyurethane straps
and ball bearings with a waterproof seal, to protect
bearings when cleaning the kitchen. The double-acting
brake has been extended for increased accessibility.
The brakes have also been fitted with a rubber bumper
plate to protect the operator’s legs. We have used a
standard caster and customised this in accordance with
customer requirements. As a result, we were able to
work very competitively and prove that a specialty
product doesn’t necessarily mean high costs.

The solution
Two separate polyurethane Ø 300 mm wheels with
low shore hardness for increased cushioning.
Grooves to provide extra grip. Customer name applied
to upholstery. The construction has been painted in a
special RAL colour upon customer’s request.
The wheel with Ø 250 mm casters has a special
construction height, allowing it to fit in with the loose
wheel. It has a customised base plate owing to space
in the machine and a smaller fork radius to optimize
motion. The wheels have soft polyurethane tyres with
very low rolling resistance, and a glass fibre-reinforced
core. The wheels are equipped with covers to better
protect the bearings.

customer case

customer case

Sweeping machine

Waste containers

The question
Can DM wheel systems provide a special-sized castor
for sweeping and cleaning machines?

The question
In the waste container market, existing wheels - which
DM also sells - suffice in 90% of all cases. For the
heaviest containers, however, specific solutions are
required. Can DM wheel systems provide high quality
wheels that allow manually moving of those heavy
containers?

The challenge
Outdoor application in combination with high speeds
and different surfaces.
The solution
Heavy duty castor with custom plate hole pattern and
height according to design. Wheel has solid elastic tyre
with grooves to grip, in combination with a two-part rim
provided with reinforced steel ball bearings. The bracket
has been galvanized to prevent corrosion. The swivel
head is sealed to stop water getting in.

The challenge
Wheel with excellent damping and low rolling
resistance.
The solution
Special rubber compound designed by DM. Extremely
low rolling resistance in combination with high wear
resistance. Ø 200 mm sealed double ball bearing.
Tests carried out by the Ministry of Social Affairs,
ArboUnie and one of the largest Dutch waste
processors make clear that the health and safety wheel
is unique. The wheel is not only available in black but
also in blue and gray, as other applications have been
added. Uses include driving over long distances
between greenhouses with carts in a train
configuration, but also in hospitals, agriculture and other
areas. Because we are constantly working on new
technologies, we can also develop wheels that may be
used for multiple applications.

DM Wheel Systems has an extensive in house
collection of state-of-the-art machinery.
A technical expert team allows us to perform
at the highest levels. Our facilities offer
room for familiar techniques as well as new
innovations.
Different materials
We think in terms of raw materials and their properties.
Their characteristics allow us to provide customized
solutions. Raw materials we use include plastics,
polyurethane, rubber, (stainless) steel and cast iron.
Quality Control
In addition to our own production line, we also operate
a fully automated storage facility, a test bench for
rolling resistance and durability tests, and a measuring
chamber to measure tolerances. This allows us to
accurately monitor the quality of our production.
Extra options
Would you like a unique number on a product,
a date stamp, name or logo? It’s all possible.
You can select any colour you like. At DM wheel
systems, the customer’s question comes first
and foremost.

high class
production

Our processing
We offer all possible operations such as:
• automated welding;
• CNC turning;
• laser cutting;
• plastic injection moulding;
• rubber vulcanization;
• spray painting in desired RAL colours.

DM wheel systems provides solutions.
We work a longside the customer and think
about how we can best serve you. Service is
an integral part of how we operate.

Together with the customer
To us, service means delivering everything a customer
needs, when they need it. We are fast, flexible and
customer-oriented. Together with you, we find the
answer to your question. Whether you need large
volumes, short runs, products we have in stock or
special customization jobs.

service
first

From question to delivery
We can design, manufacture and supply whatever the
customer requires. Thanks to our large, computerized
warehouse we can usually deliver directly from stock.
Our advanced barcode system allows us to find items
quickly. Orders are picked and put together on our own
packaging department. There are no additional links
and no separate locations to take into account. We can
send everything you need from our home base, thanks
to our successful transport logistics system. Depending
on the volume and destination we can arrange suitable
transport by van, truck or plane.

PROUD OF
OUR PEOPLE

DM wheel systems are all about quality.
We use the best materials and the latest
machinery. We work with experienced
technicians and perform extensive tests.
We have over fifty years of experience and
aim to keep our good reputation.

high
quality

Carefully tested
DM wheel systems delivers excellent quality at a fair
price. We never opt for the cheapest materials - no com
promise. So you can be assured that whatever we make
is of high quality - and that pays for itself. Ease of use,
durability, wear resistance, strength... We have strict
quality control; everything we deliver has been tested
extensively.
Committed team
DM wheel systems can offer customized quality
products because we have an outstanding, committed
team. They make sure we can provide the best
solutions again and again. We can be flexible and
innovate whenever needed. We are proud of our people
and their craftsmanship.

Certified
DM wheel systems works safely and responsibly.
We test our ways of working and our methods against
environment and quality demands, for which we’ve
received ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certification.
So you know you can rely on us!

dynamic
partner

world
on
wheels

MORE
INFORMATION?

www.dmwheelsystems.com
+31 (0)75 615 88 36
info@dmwheelsystems.com
Sales Office
Zuiddijk 394
1505 HE Zaandam
The Netherlands
Production and Administration
Schouwrooij 16
5281 RE Boxtel
The Netherlands

